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Home Affairs
Home Office
Protective security grant funding for Jewish institutions to continue
The Home Office has today (12 April) announced that it will continue to grant the
Community Security Trust (CST) £14 million to help keep members of the Jewish
community safe in their daily lives.
The Home Office has been supporting the Community Security Trust, a charity that
monitors and helps protect British Jews against antisemitism, since 2015 following a series
of terror attacks against Jewish targets across Europe.
The grant announced today will cover protective security for the next financial year at
Jewish institutions, including synagogues and schools.
The Community Security Trust’s work to identify and report antisemitic crimes forms part
of the government’s work in tackling antisemitism in the UK. In 2021, the CST recorded
2,255 anti-Jewish hate incidents nationwide, the highest annual total ever recorded.
Home Secretary Priti Patel said: Antisemitic incidents are not just an attack on the Jewish
community, but on everyone who believes in a free and open society – and won’t be
tolerated in this country.
This funding will continue to help Jewish people practise their religion and way of life
without fear of attack or persecution and I am grateful for the work that the Community
Security Trust do in building and strengthening relations between British Jews and the rest
of society.
British Jews, like all communities, must be able to live their lives without fear of verbal or
physical attack. Only by working together can we ensure that hateful behaviour like
antisemitism can be fully eliminated from our society.
Community Security Trust Chief Executive Mark Gardner said: The grant will be welcomed
by Britain’s Jewish communities, coming after record levels of antisemitism and a
continuing threat of terrorism against Jews. As in previous years, CST will do everything
we can to ensure the best use of the money, including the quality of the guarding provided.
The UK has a robust legislative framework to tackle hate crime and offenders will face the
full force of the law, with over 10,000 cases prosecuted by the Crown Prosecution Service
in the last year.
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/protective-security-grant-funding-for-jewishinstitutions-to-continue
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Scottish Parliament Written Answer
Michael Marra (Labour) [S6W-07575] To ask the Scottish Government what it is doing to
promote the adoption of the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance's (IHRA)
working definition of antisemitism among publicly funded bodies.
Christina McKelvie: The Scottish Government formally adopted the International
Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s (IHRA) definition of antisemitism in June 2017.
The Scottish Government and its agencies have been expected to adhere to the
definition since June 2017.
While it is not legally binding, the Scottish Government would encourage publicly
funded bodies to similarly adopt the IHRA definition of antisemitism, noting however
that it is up to these bodies to make this decision for themselves.
Adopting the IHRA definition demonstrates a determination to tackle antisemitism
and sends a strong message that it is entirely unacceptable in Scotland.
https://www.parliament.scot/chamber-and-committees/written-questions-andanswers/question?ref=S6W-07575
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Relevant Legislation

** new or updated today

UK Parliament
Animal Welfare (Sentience) Bill
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2867

Assisted Dying Bill

https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2875

Education (Assemblies) Bill

https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2878

Higher Education (Freedom of Speech) Bill
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2862

Israel Arms Trade (Prohibition) Bill
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3025

Marriage Act 1949 (Amendment) Bill
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3017

Marriage and Civil Partnership (Minimum Age) Bill
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2900

Nationality and Borders Bill

https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3023

Online Safety Bill

https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/3137
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Palestine Statehood (Recognition) Bill
https://bills.parliament.uk/bills/2942
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** new or updated today

Independent Review of Social Cohesion and Resilience (closing date 2 June 2022)
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/independent-review-of-social-cohesionand-resilience-call-for-evidence/independent-review-of-social-cohesion-and-resiliencecall-for-evidence
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The Scottish Council of Jewish Communities (SCoJeC) is Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation SC029438
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